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Abstract
The history of Pandora Media, Inc. has been characterized by many leadership and
strategy changes since its foundation in Oakland, CA, in 2000. The company started as a firstmover in the internet radio industry, providing personalized radio stations to users through a
website and apps. In recent years, however, Pandora has fallen behind competitors such as
Spotify and Apple Music. Despite superior data and algorithms behind its services, it missed the
transition to on-demand services. Pandora, like its competitors, is struggling to turn revenue into
profit through a freemium business model hindered by high content acquisition costs. Now
Pandora must come up with a reasonable strategy to regain ground in the industry and turn a
profit before the company runs out of funds.
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Background and Issues
History
The company now known as Pandora Media, Inc. (Pandora) was founded in January 2000
as Savage Beat Technologies. The founders were Will Glasner, Jon Kraft, and Tim Westergren and
they founded the company in Oakland, CA. The original company was focused on software for
helping users buy more music in stores, but the launch of Apple's App Store caused a pivot to
digital music and a renaming of the company in 2004. The new focus was on providing
personalized playlists to users through the web and on mobile (Koetsier 2012). The streaming
service allows users to create playlists based on a favorite song or artist and customize their
experience through feedback "thumbs". The algorithm for choosing songs the user will like is
based on the Music Genome Project ("About"). As the company pioneered the new industry of
"internet radio", the product went through many changes as it adjusted to customer needs.
Pandora started out as a paid service then quickly switched to an ad-supported free model. In
2013, the time limit on free mobile listening was removed and 2015 featured many quick tweaks
to the product, including allowing undoing ofthumbs, removing song samples, and removing
then re-adding lyrics (Titlow 2016).
Pandora's Initial Public Offering in June 2011 was priced at $16 per share, valuing the
company at $2.6 billion (Rao 2011). The stock dropped to $7.18 in November 2012 before rising
to $37.18 in February 2014. The current price is around $5.22, similar to numbers since
November ("P" 2018). In addition to changing the product, there have been many management
changes at Pandora over the years. In March 2013, the chairman and CEO, Joseph J. Kennedy
announced his resignation (Empson 2013). In 2013, Pandora accounted for 70% of all internet
radio listening in the United States and iTunes posed the biggest threat to its market share.
Also in 2013, Pandora acquired KXMZ radio station as part of its attempt to
circumnavigate expensive internet radio licensing fees by owning a terrestrial radio station

("Pandora Acquires KXMZ" 2013).2015 marked three major acquisitions for the company.
Pandora acquired Ticketfly in October to take control ofthe ticket-purchasing process and
streamline the advertising and sale of concert tickets. Rdio provided a potential new revenue
source through on-demand music. Next Big Sound continues to provide analytics for artists, now
improved by Pandora's massive amounts of data on listening habits and song popularity. (Titlow
2016)
These acquisitions all served as opportunities to gain revenue sources outside of the main
product. While ads brought in $1.16 billion in revenue in 2015, half of that revenue goes to music
licensing fees that do not apply to terrestrial radio or on-demand music. Because of its high costs,
Pandora still reports losses most quarters. In 2016, Tim Westergren, one ofthe cofounders and
the then-CEO, attempted to focus on increasing artist-focused features and relationships to
capitalize on his own touring background. In late 2014, Pandora launched the Artist Marketing
Platform (AMP) to provide an analytics dashboard for artists and managers to see location maps
of song plays and statistics for station creations, listens, and thumbs on their music. In March
2016, AMPcast was introduced to allow artists to record personal messages to include with ads
targeted to their fans. The feature was massively successful for many artists, as Pandora is the
platform where most of their fans can be identified and reached effectively. The success of AMP is
what led to the 2015 acquisition of Next Big Sound. (Titlow 2016)
In 2016, Tim Westergren, one of the original co-founders, took over from Brian
McAndrews as CEO (Christman 2016). At this time, the company was focused on the basic adsupported product, though users could upgrade to ad-free Pandora Plus for $4.99 per month.
Only 4 million of Pandora's 78 million total active users subscribed to Pandora Plus (DiPietro Jan
2017). In March 2017, Pandora Premium was launched, providing on-demand listening and
additional features for $9.99 per month (Niu 2017). This move towards on-demand music fits
current user trends but increases the already-overwhelming licensing fees.

June and July 2017 saw major turnover in management and some consequences ofthe
company's consistent losses. Pandora sold Ticketfly to Eventbrite, sold KXMA and made a deal
with Sirius XM ("Press Release" 201

n making them a 16% owner of Pandora and providing them

three board seats and the chairman position in exchange for $480 million in funding. Around this
time, co-founder and CEO Tim Westergren announced he was stepping down and the CFO,
Naveen Chopra, was announced as interim CEO. This left Pandora searching for a new CEO,
director, and CMO at the same time. In the mean time, Naveen Chopra planned to focus on the
free service again, providing on-demand services to users who really want it but not focusing on
promoting it to existing users. This focus was inspired partly by Sirius' new board influence.
Pandora also announced a partnership with Foursquare in July, allowing advertisers to track instore results oftheir campaigns. ("What's Behind" 2017, DiPietro July 2017)
In August, Roger Lynch, founding CEO of Sling TV, became Pandora's new president and
CEO. The switch coincided with a change in the business plan to focus on conversion of free users
to paying subscribers (Buhr 2017). In December 2017, Pandora introduced a new feature to the
ad-supported service that allows users to unlock short sessions of Premium after watching a short
video advertisement. This is similar to their older feature temporarily removing ads after watching
a sponsored ad. The market is trending towards on-demand but free listeners remain the largest
segment. It was hoped that this new feature might boost the declining Premium conversion of the
previous quarter. Roger Lynch maintains that the three-tier system is the best model because it
addresses the needs of the users who want on-demand capability while continuing to cater to the
larger free listener segment and providing a mid-tier for those who are willing to pay more but
don't need the full Premium functionality. (Niu 2017)
In April 2018, Pandora stock rose 14.1 % due to the acquisition of audio-advertising
company AdsWizz. This acquisition will boost ad revenue on ad-supported Pandora and also
make Pandora an advertising provider for competing streaming services. As 93% of Pandora's

users remain on the ad-supported platform and the audio advertising industry is growing at a rate
of 42%, improvements to advertising could be a big advantage. One analyst firm, Raymond
James, believes the acquisition will cause Pandora's addressable market to double to around $28
billion per year. Other analysts are skeptical that Pandora's competitors would allow the $145
million acquisition to happen unchallenged if it would increase Pandora's market value by $765
million. (Bylund 2018, Smith 2018)

Current Situation
Pandora serves a majority of the listeners in the United States but has not expanded
internationally. The company employs over 2,200 employees at 26 locations though the
headquarters remain in Oakland, CA. At this time, most of Pandora's revenue comes from
advertising and very few users use the subscription services. The consumer-oriented products are
very successful but the company continues to report losses as licensing fees counter revenue.
Pandora began as the first-mover in the internet radio industry but has fallen behind with the ondemand trend. Spotify, Apple Music, and other competitors are pulling ahead and Pandora
customers often use a second service for their on-demand needs. As of April 2018, Pandora has
over 75 million active listeners every month but only 5.5 million paying subscribers, 1 million of
which are Premium subscribers. As of December 2017, Spotify had 140 million active users and
60 million paying subscribers and Apple Music had 30 million paying subscribers with no free tier.
CEO Roger Lynch expects ad-supported listeners to remain the largest group in the US, and is
continuing to focus on them by improving the overall product and encouraging conversion to the
subscription tiers. (Niu 2017)
Lynch believes one way to gain more listeners is to emphasize podcast offerings to get
people away from their radios. The Podcast Genome Project is currently being created, similar to
the Music Genome Project, to categorize and recommend podcasts. Increasing customer value

through expanding features serves both to recruit new users and to convert existing users to
paying customers. Adding podcasts helps to draw users away from traditional radio stations
("Pandora CEO" 2018). Acquiring more listeners also benefits Pandora's advertisers and entices
more organizations to use targeted ads on Pandora. The newer on-demand features allow
Pandora to gather significantly more useful data for artists because it measures actual user
choices instead of just plays of songs they mayor may not be enjoying.
Analysts have conflicting opinions of Pandora's current situation. Some label it a "broken
business model" while at the same time it was named to the Forbes Innovative Growth
Companies List. All ofthe music streaming companies are currently experiencing similar losses
and seem to be following the path of Amazon, focusing on growth over profitability. The only
problem with this strategy is that these companies cannot continually expand into new markets
and industries like Amazon has been doing. Instead, they need to focus on making their existing
markets profitable. (Titlow 2016)

Products
Music Genome Project
The Music Genome Project (MGP) is a continuing initiative to analyze songs based on 450
musical attributes. Trained musicologists listen to the tracks and label them by hand. These
labeled attributes then allow the playlist algorithm to create and personalize stations based on
user feedback. The MGP is a unique and powerful tool at Pandora's disposal. A similar Podcast
Genome Project is currently being developed. ("About")

Ad-supported Pandora
Pandora's basic free offering produces revenue by interspersing audio advertisements
with the listener's music. As with all of its products, this version of Pandora allows users to create
stations based on a genre, artist or song and then customize their stations by giving tracks a
thumbs up or thumbs down. It allows for a limited number of skips and watching certain

advertisements can enable more skips and song replays. The product is available through
Pandora.com and a mobile app. ("Information")

Pandora Plus
This mid-tier service is provided at $4.99 per month and ads some functionality to the
original offering. Pandora Plus features unlimited skips and replays. In addition, this tier removes
all advertisements and offers offline access to three stations. ("Information")

Pandora Premium
Pandora's all-inclusive offering is available for $9.99 per month and adds on-demand
capabilities. Users can search and play any song, album, podcast, etc. They can build and share
their own playlists as well as getting MGP assistance. It also allows listeners to take all of their
music offline and adds a few more features unique to Pandora. Premium is available for iOS,
Android, XFINITY X1, and Roku devices only. ("Information")

Pandora in the Home and Pandora in the Car
Pandora can be streamed in the car by connecting a mobile device using Bluetooth or an
AUX cord, but there are many more ways to access Pandora without a computer or smart phone.
Nearly 200 car models currently support dashboard control of Pandora. It can also be streamed
directly through 1,700 connected devices in the home including audio video receivers, Blu-ray
players, cable/satellite providers, game consoles, home audio, home theater, streaming players,
table-top radio, and TVs. ("Connected Devices")

Pandora for Business
Mood Media partners with Pandora to provide businesses with Pandora's features at the
higher cost necessary to cover commercial licensing fees. Customers must purchase a compatible
Mood Media player for $99 and the monthly subscription is $26.95. The media player can be
associated with an existing account or a new account specific to the business. The associated
Pandora account allows the same control as regular Pandora and the media player allows for

playing without advertisements. It is also possible to program the device to switch stations at
certain times and an app is available to control it remotely. ("Mood Media")

Situation Analysis
Business Model
Pandora provides a consumer-oriented music discovery service. Advertising accounts for
most of the company's revenue as the majority of users are on the ad-supported free platform.
50% of Pandora's costs stem from content acquisition. They negotiate content fees on behalf of
labels and artists and licensing fees to compensate composers, songwriters, and publishers.
Internet radio providers must pay twice the rate ofterrestrial radio stations for royalties and are
subject to additional licensing laws. This almost caused Pandora to go out of business from
SoundExchange talks in 2008, but it has since made up with the music industry. In addition to
these variable costs, the costs to acquire song and artist information are fixed. These high costs
leave the company with low operating leverage and net losses most quarters. Pandora earns
more from desktop hours so shifting user preferences towards mobile listening could lower
operating leverage even further. (Titlow 2016)

Pandora creates value to its advertisers by providing better targeting of narrow audiences
from location data as well as musical tastes. It offers users extremely targeted banner and audio
ads and allows the user to opt-out of the targeting while still receiving ads.

Pandora creates value for artists and managers through the AMP and Next Big Sound
dashboard. It utilizes its massive amounts of data to give artists insights into their audience's
listening habits and their songs' popularity in different areas or market segments. In addition to
analytics, AMPcast provides them with a simple method for creating personalized audio
advertisements. (Titlow 2016)

Competitors
Spotify
Spotify is the most popular on-demand music streaming service in Europe and is
headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden. The company was founded in 2006 and launched its
product in 2008. It features a much larger library of songs, because they do not need to be
catalogued by the MGP first and users are able to upload their own music (Titlow 2016). Spotify
Premium is available for $9.99 per month and adds features such as offline and on-demand
listening while removing ads and improving audio quality, very similar to Pandora Premium.
Spotify also partners with Hulu to offer both services for $4.99 per month to college students. A
family version is available for $14.99 per month (up to five people) and all subscriptions feature a
30-day free trial ("Spotify Pricing"). The 2014 acquisition of Echo Nest has allowed Spotify to
power features such as Fresh Finds and Discover Weekly that mimic Pandora's capabilities,
though the service is inferior and has less human influence (Titlow 2016). On April 3, 2018,
Spotify's IPO opened at $165.90 and the company is currently valued at $27.31 billion in market
capital (liS POT' 2018).

Apple Music
Apple Music, released in 2015, has very similar features to other services and absorbed
most of iTunes Music. In addition, the integration with iTunes allows it to pull in the user's music
library and existing data. The acquisition of Beats Music allows for more human-curated playlists
and even DJ-run radio stations. A Connect tab allows fans to follow artists and receive special
content. Because it comes preloaded on iPhones and features an effortless sign-up process
followed by a 3-month free trial, it easily entices users to join. There is no free version of the
service, so people are more likely to continue their paid subscription. However some users may
have issues with the requirement to use iTunes for setup. The subscription costs $9.99 per month
or $14.99 per month for a 6-person family subscription. It also offers a college student rate of
$4.99 per month, much like Spotify. (Yamshon 2017, Titlow 2017)

SiriusXM
Sirius XM is a car-focused streaming service featuring over 150 channels of commercialfree music, sports, talk, news, etc. Packages start at $1 0.99 per month for fewer channels and the
upper tiers add special sports channels as well as additional music channels. (ISiriusXM")

iHeartRadio
iHeartRadio is the largest radio operator in the United States. It allows thumbs and other
tools to build off of provided genre and artist stations.

YouTube
YouTube provides free on-demand listening to music posted to its website. It is also
available as a mobile app that does not allow for background playing. It has limited algorithms to
create artist/channel playlists and mixes based on specific videos. The YouTube Music app
improves this functionality by tracking likes on music videos specifically and creating better genre
and artist mixes. The app still forbids background or offline listening but upgrading to YouTube
Red for $9.99 per month adds these features as well as ad-free listening and additional content.

Competitive Advantage
Pandora enjoys a 70% market share in the United States. It maintains its advantage mainly
through the MGP. Its focus on smart station creation and personalization differentiates it from the
on-demand-based products that added similar features as an afterthought. The amount of data
and work that went into the project prevents anyone from copying it easily, so Pandora will remain
the best personal radio provider even if it falls behind in other areas. It also competes as the
cheapest and best option for users who don't require on-demand functionality. For example,
Spotify's free version includes many limitations and a significantly worse algorithm, with additional
limitations on mobile, while Apple Music does not provide any free service and convinces people
to join mostly through the Apple ecosystem.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths
•

Music Genome Project

•

Artist tools

•

Advertiser reach

•

Free features

Weaknesses
•

Late on-demand features

•

Smaller music library

•

Unclear direction - changing leadership and strategy frequently

Opportunities
•

Growth of digital music

•

Growth of music streaming

•

Growth of audio advertising

•

Possibility of international expansion

Threats
•

Licensing fees

•

Royalty negotiations

•

Competitor features (on-demand) and size

•

Shifting market preferences (on-demand and mobile)

Goals and Evaluation Criteria
Pandora's current goal should be to minimize losses and move towards profitability.
Profitability can be measured as net income and should ideally be positive in the future. It should
continue to grow both in new users and in users converted to subscribers. Growth can be

measured as a percentage of current numbers and should aim to match or surpass current
numbers. Pandora should aim to keep up with the competition. It encountered major problems
from failing to transition to on-demand services quickly and should avoid similar issues in the
future. Pandora's features and pricing should be compared to the main competitors to ensure
they match or exceed the alternative offerings so users may choose Pandora and will be
discouraged from switching or using both.

Strategy Alternatives
Expand Internationally
Pandora has considered international expansion in the past. This is one area where it has
fallen behind competitors such as Spotify and Apple Music. By being late to the international
scene, it has missed out on a major opportunity to increase market share and engage diverse
audiences to increase publicity. If Pandora acts now, it may be able to catch up and gain
popularity outside of the United States, however it does not seem overly feasible given the
current financial difficulties facing the company. Spotify is European-based and already has a
strong foothold there that would be difficult to compete with. In addition, the licensing and
royalty regulations are different and it would take a lot of negotiation and legal navigation to set
up services abroad. This is all in addition to adding new content and improving language support
beyond Spanish and English.

Improve Features or Content
Since all of Pandora's competitors offer roughly the same things at the same prices, the
way to differentiate would be to lower prices or improve the quality ofthe features offered.
Lowering prices is not feasible as there is already a free version and the subscriptions do not
make enough money, though it might help with conversion rates. Pandora is already working to
improve content by adding sports, news, and talk stations in addition to comedy. This may help to
capture a new market segment. It might be possible to analyze the music library to discover gaps

in content. Pandora could then work to add music in those genres, add newer albums, or
otherwise fix the disconnect between content desired and provided. There is always room for
growth. If Pandora capitalizes on its superior music analysis and data collection, it should be
possible to create new features or improve existing ones to increase user satisfaction and fit
consumer trends.

Grow/Acquire Other Products
One advantage of Pandora is its additional products that provide value to advertisers and
artists as well as listeners. Increasing awareness ofthe more lucrative Pandora for Business could
bring in some more revenue. If a more cohesive plan was formed, some previous strategies such
as owning the tour advertising and ticketing process or improving artist relations and tools may
allow for charging more for those services and provide a royalty-free revenue source. Some new
strategies such as acquiring a Bandcamp and moving into music-related merchandising might
also succeed with the right leader and plan. However, this could be a risky strategy as acquisition
has major up-front costs and these plans are not guaranteed to bring in enough revenue to be
worth it. The failed adoption of Ticketfly is an example of how this plan could fail and the
company should not waste time on something it has already tried and failed to accomplish, at
least without a major change in strategy.

Convert Users
Pandora's current strategy, at least under the current leadership, is to convince existing
free listeners to purchase a Plus or Premium subscription. This has great potential to increase
revenue through the more concrete subscription model rather than through advertisements that
don't cover the company's content costs. Users could be enticed through many strategies that the
company is already using, such as unlockable temporary access to features and in-product
advertisements. Another method might be to give users temporary access to the more unique
features such as on-demand functionality (it technically exists but I've never seen it) or playlist

creation. This might show users the value of the product better than just removing ads or allowing
replays. However, the logistics of implementing free trials and controlling access to things like
playlists might make it difficult to achieve. Many ofthese schemes are in place and they do not
seem to be affecting conversion rates significantly. Thus, this does not appear to be a useful
strategy.

Strategy Recommendation
In order to increase profitability and market share while keeping up with competition,
Pandora should focus on improving its features and content. Better features will help to beat
competition and attract users, as well as converting users to the better subscription tiers. At the
enterprise level, the management should focus budgeting on research and development to allow
for innovation. Inter-organizational strategy should include negotiations with possible acquisitions
and investigation of competitor offerings. Corporate strategy will focus on the existing product
rather than trying for any more sideways expansions during this process. Business unit strategy
will vary but include encouragement of individual brainstorming and innovation, sponsoring of
research opportunities, interviewing of users, and designing of new features. On the content
improvement side of things, this may involve creating jobs for searching for gaps rather than
cataloguing new music. At the operationallfunctionallevel, the support departments should
research costs for possible features and be involved in feature design at the budget level. The
company could provide incentives to encourage employee creativity and initiative.

Implementation Plan
1. Allocate R&D budget (June 2018)
2.

Improve features
a.

User-inspired
i.

Plan for user interviews (June 2018)

ii.

Begin user interviews (July 2018)

iii. Aggregate user feedback (October 2018)
b.

Employee-inspired

i. Implement incentives for innovation (July 2018)
II.

III.

c.

Encourage creative suggestions and side projects (July 2018)
Provide opportunities to showcase ideas/projects (October 2018)

Choose/Design feasible high-utility features (December 2018)

d. Assign teams to implement features (January 2018)
e.
3.

Deploy features to users (varies based on feature size)

Improve content
a.

Search for gaps and issues (June 2018)

b.

Identify important issues (October 2018)

c.

Plan to address them - add content, negotiate deals, improve labels, hire relevant
musicologists, etc. (December 2018)

d.

Implement solutions (January 2018)

Contingency Plan
If one half of the plan appears to be failing around summer or fall, stop and assess why. If the
problem appears to be with research methods, reevaluate and try a new method and begin
again. For example, revise your interview questions or observation methods or change how you
search for content issues (consider user interviews). If the research is failing to produce results or
the results are not feasible to fix, fall back on internal ideas or suggestions that were thrown out.
For example, a user might appreciate a more detailed rating system than just a thumb to further
customize their stations. Be open to interesting suggestions and reconsider why they were
deemed infeasible. If the plan fails in the feature implantation or content acquisition phase, it is
too late to abort. A decision will have to be made to finish behind schedule or to abandon the
feature. This decision will likely be based on circumstances at the time.
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